BIAS INTERRUPTERS FOR MANAGERS & ORGANIZATIONS

Hybrid Work Best Practice Guide

“The big quit.”

That’s what HR officials are calling the post COVID-19 labor market because so many employees are deciding to quit rather than return to full-time on-site work.¹ One in two people report they won’t return to jobs that don’t offer remote work.¹¹ Not surprisingly, nine in ten large companies intend to embrace a hybrid working model, with many employees expected to come into the office one to four days a week.¹³ Work expectations have changed forever and companies that try to buck the trend risk losing the war for talent in a tight labor market.

83% of employers say that remote work has worked well during the pandemic, with studies documenting increased rates of productivity, even under the most trying circumstances.¹⁴ Post-pandemic, work from home is anticipated to yield a productivity boost because the pace of innovation has picked up and work arrangements are now optimized.¹⁵ However, we have heard from many people whose employers have ordered them back to work, often abruptly, despite the fact that they have been working successfully from home for over a year, and that tens of thousands of childcare centers are still closed, summer camps are shuttered, and many schools are still unsure about whether they’ll open in the fall. This is a recipe for turnover and in some instances illegal.

Making hybrid work successful requires careful thought and intentional planning. This toolkit will help organizations successfully transition to a hybrid work model.

WHAT’S AT STAKE? Mishandling the return to on-site work can present legal problems and risks reinforcing social inequality in four different ways.

Reinforcing class privilege. One dramatic, and positive, development during the pandemic was the democratization of access to remote work. Before 2020, remote work was typically the province of the privileged. During the pandemic, employers saw firsthand that not only managers but also admins and others with desk jobs can work successfully from home. Yet we hear that many employers are insisting that clerical staff and less-senior professionals return to full-time on-site work, often with very short notice. This is a step in the wrong direction.

Reinforcing gender and non-caregiver privilege. The pandemic exposed the holes in the care infrastructure that enables workers to get to work. When schools closed and child care shortages arose, mothers were the “backup-plan” for the entire economy – and as a result millions more women than men took unpaid leave, turned down promotions,¹⁶ or cut their work hours.¹⁷ An estimated 4.5 million childcare slots have been lost (perhaps permanently), sharply driving up the cost of childcare – leaving many parents in a lurch.¹⁸ Additionally, caregiving
employees may also be reluctant to return to on-site work due to fears of bringing COVID home to children too young to be vaccinated, elderly relatives, or other family members still vulnerable to severe cases of COVID.

Among college-educated parents of young children, mothers report wanting full-time remote work post-pandemic 50% more often than fathers.\textsuperscript{ix} If managers return to worksites full-time, and only women and caregivers wind up working hybrid or remote schedules, companies run the risk of reinforcing notions that flexible work arrangements are an accommodation for less-dedicated workers, entrenching a “work ghetto for women.”\textsuperscript{x}

\textbf{Reinforcing race privilege.} Prior to the pandemic, Black and Latinx employees made up 30% of the labor force, yet they made up 50% of the people who left or lost a job to care for children in June/July 2021.\textsuperscript{xi} People of color are more likely to have caregiving responsibilities and to live in multi-generational households with children or elderly relatives who may be unvaccinated or high-risk.\textsuperscript{xii} Black, Latinx, and Indigenous community members also are roughly 3 times as likely to be hospitalized, and twice as likely to die of COVID as white people, making many apprehensive about on-site work and schooling.\textsuperscript{xiii}

A sharply lower percentage of Black (3%) than white (21%) employees were interested in returning to work as of March 2021.\textsuperscript{xiv} Why? Remote work provides a buffer against bias and daily micro-aggressions: Black employees reported a 64% increase in the ability to manage stress, and a 50% increase in feelings of belonging at their organization after the switch to remote work.\textsuperscript{xv}

\textbf{Reinforcing ableism.} Remote work is vital for certain individuals with disabilities, particularly those with compromised immune systems. Ordering all employees back to on-site work without regard to employees’ right to accommodation for disability is illegal – although it’s happening.

CREATE A PLAN! Here is your toolkit.

- Get input from your employees. Surveys\textsuperscript{xvi} show that managers and workers want different work styles post pandemic. Get out of your manager “optimism bubble”\textsuperscript{xvii} that assumes you understand what people want, and ask them. Sample survey is available here.
- Decide on a target date for a return to in-person work or hybrid work with an in-person component.
- Make sure you understand the legal requirements surrounding return to in-person work.
- Create a workplace safety plan cleaning, group size, mask and vaccination requirements, including reasonable accommodations.\textsuperscript{xviii} Make sure your policy is in compliance with all local, state, and federal laws.
- Review and revise your accommodations process. Refer to this list of sample accommodations for in-person work.
Create a remote work/telework policy.\textsuperscript{ix}

Craft your announcement on return to in-person work. Sample announcement is available here.

Make a plan to provide training, resources and language to managers on best practices for managing, measuring, motivating and rewarding employees with caregiving responsibilities and a hybrid workforce.

**STEP ONE: Set A Return Date That Allows Employees Enough Time to Transition**

We are hearing reports of employers who abruptly order everyone back to work, sometimes with only a few days’ notice. This is a recipe for losing valued employees and jeopardizing diversity goals as many mothers and other caregivers, individuals with disabilities, junior staff, and people of color feel they may have no option but to leave.

Some basic principles:

- Give employees at least 45 days’ notice (preferably 60 days) so they can organize childcare and eldercare arrangements and arrange transportation for their commutes.
- Give employees and HR enough time to submit, review, and approve accommodation requests from employees who are legally entitled to accommodations. Do not require an employee with an unresolved accommodation request to return until a final determination has been made.
- Include with the return-to-work announcement a strong safety plan – from vaccination and masking requirements to cleaning and air quality protocols to limits on group gatherings – to immediately reassure workers that the organization takes the continued risk seriously.

**STEP TWO: Develop and Disseminate an Accommodations Process**

Individuals seeking accommodations due to disability, pregnancy, breastfeeding, or religion are entitled to accommodations so long as they do not impose an undue hardship on their employers. The fact that 83% of employers said that remote work functioned well during the pandemic could be used as evidence that remote work is feasible in a given job.\textsuperscript{xx}

Keep in mind, too, that people with some medical conditions cannot take the vaccine, and many employees who themselves are vaccinated have children at home who are not vaccinated, or family members at home who have medical conditions that make them vulnerable to severe cases of COVID. The legal landscape is complex. Review our FAQ page for employers and list of possible accommodations for employees as you design your accommodation process.
STEP THREE: Develop a Hybrid Model That Works for Your Company

Every company is different. Here are guidelines for creating a hybrid model that works for your org.

- **Survey employees.** Proceeding without knowing what your employees value is shooting in the dark! Use our survey; your employees may well value some things that are easy to give them.

- **Company, department, or team?** Some companies will want the same policy companywide; other companies will go department by department or team by team. A word of caution: rigorous research documents that treating workplace flexibility as a one-off individualized accommodation for individuals is not the right model because it marginalizes those who use it. This does not mean that everyone needs the same schedule, but it does mean that team-wide buy-in is important. Ensure fairness. Pre-pandemic, some managers “got it,” and others didn’t. Having access to a flexible schedule was considered winning the “boss lottery.” That only breeds tension, stress, mistrust and ill-will.

- **Lead from the top.** Like it or not, leaders set organizational culture. Make sure the new policy comes from leadership, not just HR. Leaders, don’t just release a statement, talk about the new policy to socialize it, and model new practices to normalize them.

- **What does hybrid mean?** Working remote, or distributed, full-time is very different from working in the office two, three, or four days a week. Some companies will want to require the same format across the company, while other companies will require the same format for people in the same job category, or delegate those decisions to departments or teams. Some different formats:
  - Each employee works some days in the office
  - Some employees are always remote/distributed, while some are always in person
  - Employees can change work schedules depending on seasonal or external demands

  The key is setting expectations around when people need to be available to make work effective.

- **Work availability.** Always home should not mean “always on.” The key is setting expectations around work hours. Some companies, have implemented “core hours” where everyone is expected to be online, across time zones and physical work locations to allow overlap for synchronous communication and collaboration.

- **Don’t limit remote/flexible work to high-level professionals.** Instead, be analytical. Obviously, a cafeteria worker or grocery store clerk cannot work remotely. But they can have more say and control in their schedules. Yet any desk or phone job probably can be done somewhere other than in a physical office. Remember that junior and lower-paid professionals often are more likely than higher-paid ones to live farther away from downtown cores and would, value not having lengthy commutes every day. Remote
work could also make childcare arrangements easier to set up and manage. The pandemic showed that, far from the misconception that overtime-eligible hourly workers cannot work remotely, many did.xxiv

- **Everyone knows that remote work is not a substitute for childcare.** Effective remote/distributed work is vastly different from crisis work: during the pandemic, or when wildfires close schools, etc. employees rise to the occasion and put in long hours to meet both work and caregiving demands thrust upon them. Absent crises, parents and caregivers working in remote settings will have time and bandwidth to concentrate on work with children in childcare, school, and after school settings. The best practice is to enhance your Hybrid Work Policy with an Emergency Remote Work Policy for crisis conditions such as wildfires, health emergencies, and extreme weather events.

- **Before transitioning to remote or hybrid work, all employees should work with their managers to come to an agreement on and submit a written memo detailing the following:**
  - Time & place of work
  - Work hours, with expectations for availability outside of work hours
  - Communication methods during work hours (and outside them)
  - Supplies needed (including ergonomic)
  - A method for changing between remote and on-site work
  - Travel – when needed in office/elsewhere, who pays?

**STEP FOUR: Counter On-Site Favoritism**

A pre-COVID randomized control trial found that despite being 13% more productive than their in-office peers, remote workers were promoted about half as often.xxv On-site favoritism – when on-site employees get plum assignments, accolades, and promotions and remote ones don’t – can derail your hybrid working plan. If women, caregivers, and people of color are more likely work remotely, this becomes a diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) issue.

Even before the pandemic, 85% to 90% of white men but far lower percentages of women and people of color reported fair access to career-enhancing work.xxvi Women and people of color persistently reported during the pandemic that they had even more trouble getting career-enhancing assignments, or more trouble getting access to enough work to keep them busy.

Here are some tips on how to avoid on-site favoritism.

- **Reevaluate “hey you” tasking.** What the military calls “hey you tasking” – handing out assignments to whoever happens to be around – is a recipe for on-site favoritism. Consider shifting to a more formal assignment system.

- **Keep track.** Use our toolkit to identify what career-enhancing assignments are in your organization. Have managers keep track of who gets them for at least three months.
Look to see if people who work in remote/distributed settings are getting fair access to high-quality assignments – while you’re at it, look for demographic patterns, too.

- **Training.** Make sure managers know that “presence or on-site bias” commonly affects access to high-quality work, and provide training to ensure this does not happen. Bias also affects who does the “office housework” (usually always women) – everything from admin work (who takes the notes and finds a time to meet) to literal housework (who cleans the cups, orders lunch, and plans parties), to emotion work (who acts as the peacemaker and attends to others’ feelings), and to other undervalued work. Use our [survey](#) to find out who is doing the office housework.

- **Meetings?** Meetings, especially those where an employee is requested to join in person, require rigid scheduling that can eat away at deep-thinking time. Train people, before they send that calendar request, to consider whether an asynchronous form of communication (email, Google docs, etc.) might enable the same outcome. Meetings are good for conversations that need real-time feedback, ensuring you have a shared understanding of the goals/outcomes of an individual project, and delivering feedback. Meetings are not necessary for project updates, editing documents, etc. If a meeting is necessary, carefully consider your co-workers’ time zone, working hours, and make sure it’s as easy to participate in the meeting remotely as it is in person.

- **The virtual water cooler.** Research has shown that small talk builds rapport and deepens trust amongst coworkers in addition to enhancing innovation and performance. Add time at the beginning of meetings for casual conversation or consider using apps like Slack’s Donut to increase comradery and sense of belonging. A recent study demonstrated that when remote interns had opportunities for informal interactions with senior leaders at the company, it made them significantly more likely to receive full-time offers and translated to higher performance ratings. Slack’s CEO Coffee Lottery function can help create more opportunities for remote employees to have visibility with leadership, and thus opportunities for advancement.

- **Avoid flexibility stigma.** Employees who take advantage of flexibility in terms of when and where they work may face a stigma if these policies are not communicated and implemented effectively. Make it clear that flex arrangements are encouraged by setting an example from the top – and judge work on its quality, not where or when it is performed.

---


For guidance from SHRM on how to navigate wage and hour requirements for teleworkers, visit [SHRM](https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/legal-and-compliance/employment-law/pages/dol-track-telecommuters-work-hours.aspx) and [SHRM](https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/pages/remote-work.aspx).


